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An Kint has been a quality manager in higher education for 10 years. At this moment, she is the director of the Flemish Quality Management Center (VCK). This is a non-profit organization committed to supporting organizations who believes in quality as sustainable leverage to higher performance. VCK believes true quality is achieved by a combination of technological innovation and commitment of people. VCK achieves its goals by organizing different kinds of network events and by facilitating the sharing of relevant knowledge. The members of VCK members come from all sectors such as automotive, food, academic institutions, technology, healthcare...

An Kint was trained as a historian. After her master’s at the University of Ghent, she obtained her PhD at Columbia University of New York. An Kint was active as manager in several nonprofit organizations, and as quality manager in higher education. At this moment, she is the director of the Flemish Quality Management Center. An is also vice-president of the European Organisation for Quality.